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Now, more than ever:
Keep water out of your storage tank system
Over the past ten years, there has been a proliferation
of documents emphasizing the importance of fuel
storage system maintenance--especially keeping
water out of your tanks.
Why it's important
There are a number of reasons why keeping water out
of storage tank systems is important. One of the key
factors is simple: fuel degrades in the presence of
water, and today's newer fuels are more likely to
absorb water than fuels in the past.
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Water also increases the likelihood of corrosion of
components, both those suspended in the fuel and
those in the vapor space at the top of the tank, regardless of tank material.

Some of the changes in fuels today are a result of federal clean air laws. In an
effort to reduce harmful emissions from vehicles, the US government now
requires cleaner fuels and higher percentages of biofuels in vehicles. For
example, reducing the amount of sulfur in diesel fuels makes them burn
cleaner.
Another impetus for development of newer fuels results from changes made to
vehicle engines to improve gas mileage, such as continually evolving fuel
injection systems that clog more easily and therefore require cleaner fuels.
Newer fuels demand new detection methods
Since STI/SPFA published Keeping Water Out of
Your Storage Tank System ten years ago, new
challenges to keeping fuel systems water-free have
evolved. Because today's biofuels hold more water
in suspension, traditional detection methods, such
as use of water pastes and electronic monitors,
aren't always effective.
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DID YOU KNOW?
Citizens of Turkey love
LPG cars. Nearly 50% of
Turkey's 9 million cars run
on LPG. With gasoline at
almost $10/gallon, LPG's
$5/gallon cost is attractive.
--Butane-Propane News,
January 2014

To address the difficulties of detecting water in biofuels, the National Workgroup
on Leak Detection Evaluation (NWGLDE) is currently working on new protocols
for leak detection methods, to ensure that leak detection equipment functions as
well with these new fuels as it does with gasoline and diesel. NWGLDE is an
independent work group comprised of 11 members from both state and federal
UST regulatory programs. NWGLDE's mission is to review leak detection
systems to verify that they meet EPA or other regulatory requirements.
Free copy: STI/SPFA's "Keeping Water Out of Your Storage Tank System"
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Shop Fabricated Tank
resources

Spring and summer floods are coming:
Are your tanks anchored?
All fuel tanks are subject to damage due to flooding.
Whether your tank is aboveground or belowground, proper
anchorage is important.
The Petroleum Equipment Institute's (PEI) RP100,
Recommended Practice for Installation of Underground Liquid
Storage Systems, includes an Appendix A for calculating
proper anchorage. The calculation is based on determining
the empty tank weight and soil overburden load and
Dana Schmidt,
comparing it to the buoyancy force due to the tank geometry. STI/SPFA Standards
Click here for photos and explanations
of tank anchoring methods...
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What to know about EPA's SPCC Guidance Document
In August 2013, the EPA issued a 921-page Guidance
Document to help inspectors interpret and enforce
Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure (SPCC)
regulations. The Guidance Document is designed to
assist EPA inspectors in implementing the SPCC rule
requirements, understanding SPCC applicability, and
to help clarify the role of the inspector in reviewing a
facility's implementation of the performance-based
provisions of the rule.
Mark Howard of EPA's Office of Emergency Management presented an overview of
this SPCC Guidance Document in a short course on April 22, and in opening
remarks at the 16th Annual AST Conference in Orlando, Florida, on April 23.
The value of the interstice
EPA says that increasing numbers of tank owners are installing double wall
aboveground storage tanks to more readily comply with SPCC requirements for
secondary containment. Unfortunately, EPA inspectors are finding that some
tank owners do not take advantage of the benefits of double wall construction by
inspecting the interstice for releases.
Tank owners may be unaware of double wall construction details. For example,
the interstice access opening is often plugged by the owner.
Howard emphasized that tank owners must comply with integrity testing
requirements for double wall tanks just as for single wall tanks. If a tank owner is
not verifying that the interstice is free of releases, then he may not be complying
with inspection requirements of their plans per SPCC regulations. Compliance on
this point will be a focus of upcoming EPA inspections.
Of course, Tank Talk readers are very familiar with the STI SP001 AST inspection
standard used by many shop-fabricated tank owners to verify integrity of their
AST's. Double wall storage tanks, in particular, have gained popularity because
they can easily be tested for integrity by applying and monitoring pressure or
vacuum.
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Overfill prevention in the Guidance
While not a new option, many operators may not be aware that to comply with
secondary containment requirements, double wall tanks must also include
provisions for overfill prevention. In the past, overfill limiters and alarms have been
the primary methods. For smaller storage tank applications, EPA considers a
tank fill procedure and visual inspection demonstrating adherence to the procedure
as an "equivalent overfill prevention method."
Industry practice has been to consider the catastrophic failure of the largest of
multiple tanks within a common dike to be the best method for sizing secondary
containment of such dikes. According to the new Guidance, EPA will now also
consider the "most likely spill scenario as determined by the owner/operator and,
if required, the certifying professional engineer" as another design method for the
spill plan.
Emphasis on oil-water separators
EPA is finding that operators are not maintaining oil-water separators, a key
process tank that prevents oil from reaching our nation's waterways. Sometimes,
such oil-water separators are holding oil product that should have been removed.
This will become an additional inspection focus in the coming year.
EPA says that AST owner/operators do not need to comply with all sections of
relevant industry standards; rather, they must comply only with applicable portions
of the standard. For example, STI SP001 has some requirements that are more
closely tied to safe practices as required by fire codes. EPA cannot enforce
requirements within fire codes that are not requirements of environmental
regulations.
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Sample plan update coming
EPA will update its sample SPCC plans later in 2014 and post them on their
website. A Q&A segment will also be added.
Click here for EPA's SPCC Guidance Document...
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EPA, Army Corps clarify protection
for US streams and wetlands
On March 25, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) and U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (Army Corps) jointly released a
proposed rule to clarify protection under the Clean Water
Act for streams and wetlands that form the foundation of
the nation's water resources.
According to the EPA press release, "The proposed rule
will benefit businesses by increasing efficiency in
determining coverage of the Clean Water Act. The
agencies are launching a robust outreach effort over the next 90 days, holding
discussions around the country and gathering input needed to shape a final rule."
Read EPA's press release and make comments here...
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Rebuilding Together removes dangerous oil tanks
from veteran's home
US Navy veteran John Jones* was stationed in the Pacific during the Korean War.
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After his discharge, he sought a home in which
to raise his family. In 1954, he and his wife
bought a residence in the north suburbs of
Chicago.
Jones has lived there ever since. Over the years,
he undertook the usual repairs and upkeep
needed on the house, including the heating system. Originally heated with an oil
burning furnace, the home was updated by installation of a gas heating system
about 30 years ago. However, the oil tanks from the old system were not removed
from the basement or emptied at that time.
Last year, Jones was told by local authorities that he needed to remove those old
oil tanks, not only to bring the home up to code, but also to protect him from the
danger of fire and fumes from the oil still stored in them.
Like many veterans, low-income elderly, and families with disabled members,
Jones did not have the financial resources to have the tanks removed. But through
his local American Legion post, he learned about Rebuilding Together, a not-forprofit organization that believes everyone deserves to live in a safe and healthy
home. Their program provides critical repairs, accessibility modifications, and
energy-efficient upgrades to low-income homes and community centers at no cost
to service recipients...
Read more and see photos...
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Readers respond to Tank Talk
"Repurposing USTs and ASTs: A Dangerous
Game" was published in the February issue of
Tank Talk , co-authored by fire code consultant
Jeff Shapiro; Bob Benedetti at NFPA; and Mark
Mosier of Mosier Bros.
Reader comments:
"Thank you for all your expertise...It's one thing to read a code book, but
your background and information was quite useful to defend our fire
prevention stance." --A state Fire Marshal
"Just scanned your article...I have received several questions regarding
repurposing USTs as tornado shelters...great article and one I can
reference." --Reader unknown
Responding to "Be prepared for ethanol's water tolerance" in the February
issue of Tank Talk , a reader offered this advice:
"One fix is to add isopropyl alcohol. We had a few inches of water in the
bottom of a 10,000 gallon UST. By adding 20 gallons of isopropyl alcohol,
the water was put back into solution in the gasoline." --Engineer at General
Motors
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Tank and Petroleum Mishaps
Pennsylvania, 3/10/14: HOSPITAL SOURCE OF FUEL SPILL
The source of a fuel spill Saturday was traced to Excela Health Latrobe Hospital,
where spokeswoman Robin Jennings said about 30 gallons of fuel leaked into
Loyalhanna Creek. The spill stretched about two miles from Latrobe into Derry
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Township after the leak from a diesel fuel tank that feeds a generator near the
hospital's emergency department was noticed, she said. More...
North Dakota, 3/22/14: EPA TO INSPECT OIL SPILL
The federal Environmental Protection Agency will inspect the site of an oil spill
from an un-anchored tank into the Missouri and Yellowstone river confluence area
near Williston today. The Denver-based EPA onsite emergency response
coordinator will look at how the 33-barrel spill, equivalent to 1,400 gallons, has
affected the waters and possibly land owned by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, and nearby wildlife management areas. More...
Argentina, 3/23/14: FIRE, EXPLOSION AT ARGENTINE OIL PLANT AFFECTS
OUTPUT, NO VICTIMS
An oil tank exploded at a treatment plant run by state energy company YPF on
Saturday, affecting more than 3 percent of the firm's total output of crude but
leaving no fatalities, the company said. Local TV broadcast images (unavailable) of
a large oil tank ablaze at the Cerro Divisadero treatment plant in the province of
Mendoza, around 1,400 kilometers (870 miles) southwest of Buenos Aires.
More...
Click here for more Tank Mishaps
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2013 Steel Fabricated Product awards winners
Winners of the 2013 Steel Fabricated Product awards of the year were announced
at the STI/SPFA Annual Meeting in San Diego on March 15.
STI/SPFA's annual fabricated steel product awards recognize steel
fabricated products and projects that exemplify the advantages and flexibility of
steel construction. The awards honor STI/SPFA member companies instrumental
in the design, manufacture, construction, and implementation of these products
and projects.

Click here to see the 2013 Steel Fabricated Product awards
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STI's Quality Control Inspectors
Every tank manufactured under an STI
technology license must be registered under
STI's quality control program. Each production
facility is inspected annually on a random date.
STI's inspectors are third party contractors who
perform random, unannounced inspections at
STI Fabricator Member shop-fabricated,
flammable and combustible liquid atmospheric
storage tank production facilities.
STI inspectors have significant experience in the diverse requirements for building
underground and aboveground storage tanks. Many of them have worked as
quality assurance or production managers at tank fabrication shops throughout
their careers and have extensive knowledge of welding, fit-up, coating and surface
preparation, inspections, and tank specification and codes. STI holds an inspector
training meeting annually to ensure that inspectors are current with the latest
specifications and technical expertise.
Thousands of STI labeled tanks are randomly inspected by STI inspectors at
shop-fabricated tank production shops. More than 450,000 tanks, storing 2.6
billion gallons, have been fabricated to STI specifications since 1970.
More about STI tank technologies...
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Part of LA's first municipal water system discovered
The Los Angeles Times reported on April 21st
that a construction crew had uncovered a
section of the city's first municipal water
system.
The excavation crew discovered a 100-foot
section of the Zanja Madre, or Mother Ditch,
while working on the site of a $100 million
development in Chinatown in Los Angeles. Composed of brick and wooden pipes

and conduits, the system "carried water from the Los Angeles River to the young
city,"
Story and video here...
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US Navy rebuilds, modernizes fuel storage facility
BIC Magazine's March 3 digital edition featured an article about a tank upgrade
project for the US Navy. The piece is authored by Grant Smith, Director of
Commercial Fueling and Aviation Services, Burns & McDonnell Engineering.
"The U.S. Navy was faced with an aging fuel storage facility. Point Loma is the
fuel hub for the Navy in the southwestern United States and the eastern Pacific.
Planning and design were required to replace the existing 70-plus-year-old fuel
storage facility with new, modernized tanks and equipment to meet the
requirements of the 21st century.
The facility, first established as a U.S. Navy coaling station in 1901, changed over
time to store and dispense the required fuels..."

The US Navy's Point Loma fuel storage facility's new tanks were b uilt b y STI/SPFA
memb er CBI Services of Everett, Washington. This project received the 2012 Flat
Bottom Oil Storage Tank of the Year Award.

Read more here...
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Shale rekindles interest in ethylene production
Chemical Week reported on the history and future of "cracking" for ethylene in its
March 28 issue. The article is one of several retrospectives planned for Chemical
Week 's 100th Anniversary year.
"The discovery of a cheaper and more efficient way to directly produce ethylene by
George Curme in 1919 laid the foundation of the modern chemical industry.
Applications for ethylene quickly spread beyond what had been originally
conceived, including various plastic products used in several growing industries.
The new technology of steam cracking from hydrocarbons to produce ethylene,
and its derivatives--including ethylene glycol (EG), ethylene oxide (EO), and ethyl
alcohol--would fuel the rise of US industry. It started with the first major
commercial ethylene plant at Clendenin, WV, in 1920, built by Union Carbide...
Read more here...

Steam escapes as workers complete the
first commercial ethylene plant in the US.

Installing a modern de-ethanizer tower,
manufactured b y Sauder Custom
Fab rication and recipient of STI/SPFA's
2012 Pressure Vessel of the Year Award.
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"I've never seen so much fire in my life."
Campaign to curb IBC pool fire risk launched
In early April, the Fire Protection Research Foundation and National Fire
Protection Association (NFPA), with support from the insurance industry and
coordination with other relevant groups, launched the Contain the IBC Fire Risk
campaign, an educational effort to reduce a serious yet frequently unknown risk for
dangerous pool fires associated with IBCs (intermediate bulk containers).
IBCs are containers made of metal, plastic or a composite of materials often used
for shipping and storing combustible and flammable liquids for agricultural,
chemical, food or other production purposes. Although U.S. Department of
Transportation and United Nations regulations permit shipping these liquids in
IBCs, their rules do not apply to storing them and don't require any fire testing of
the containers.

IBCs containing comb ustib le or flammab le fluids can
cause dangerous fires when improperly stored in
warehouses and chemical facilities.

Click here for more...
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59 stations now selling E15
The Renewable Fuels Association (RFA) reported
recently that there are now 59 service stations selling
E15 in the US. They're concentrated in the Midwest,
where most corn ethanol is produced. EPA approved
E15 (15% ethanol, 85% gasoline) for use in model
year 2001 and newer cars, light-duty trucks, SUVs,
and all flex-fuel vehicles in January 2011.
Sales of E15 is growing. For example, convenience store
operator MAPCO Express announced in January that it will offer E15 at 100 of its
stations. Growth Energy, an organization representing ethanol producers, is working
with retail chains and associations to expand E15 availability.

Click here for RFA's 2014 Ethanol Industry Outlook...
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World's largest moveable structure
to be installed over Chernobyl
Text and photo courtesy Inhabitat.com, a
weblog devoted to the future of design,
track ing the innovations in technology,
practices and materials that are pushing
architecture and home design towards a
smarter and more sustainable future.

The New Safe Confinement shield is a 300-foot-tall movable steel structure that
will soon be installed over Chernobyl's Reactor 4 to shield the area from radiation.
The New Safe Confinement is a huge arch-shaped structure currently being built
just a few hundred meters from Reactor 4. The structure could not be built directly
on the spot because of the highly radioactive environment.
Once completed, the 300-foot arch will be slowly transported and placed over the
reactor.The 32,000-ton arch is the world's largest moving structure, and it will
replace the dilapidated Sarcophagus shelter installed over the reactor in Chernobyl
decades ago. Once the massive superstructure is in place, it's expected to last
around 100 years.
Since the Chernobyl nuclear disaster struck 28 years ago, scientists and
researchers have not been able to come up with a lasting solution to the radiation
spreading across Ukraine and Western Europe. Around 216 tons of radioactive
material was left exposed inside the remains of Reactor 4. An ad hoc shelter,
known as Sarcophagus, was installed, but now it is in danger of collapsing, which
is why authorities have decided to build another one.
More photos at Inhabitat.com...
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